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(54) For node in render setup graph

(57) Systems and methods for rendering three-di-
mensional images using a render setup graph are pro-
vided. A dependency graph is accessed. The depend-
ency graph comprises a plurality of supplier nodes, a
multiplexer node, and a plurality of graphlet nodes. The
plurality of supplier nodes is accessed. The supplier
nodes each have an output of a first type. These outputs
are connected to the multiplexer node. A graphlet is ac-

cessed. The graphlet comprises the plurality of graphlet
nodes. An output of the multiplexer node connects to the
graphlet by connecting to an input of one node of the
plurality of graphlet nodes. The multiplexer is configured
to generate an instance of the graphlet for each supplier
node connected to the multiplexer node. An image is ren-
dered utilizing the accessed graphlet.
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Description

BACKGROUND

1. Field

[0001] The present disclosure relates to computer-
generated animation and, more specifically, to rendering
a computer-generated animation using a dependency
graph.

2. Related Art

[0002] A computer-generated animation is typically
created by rendering a sequence of images, with each
image depicting a computer-generated scene composed
of one or more computer-generated objects (e.g., a char-
acter, tree, table, or chair). Frequently, the computer-
generated images illustrate a scene containing a crowd
of similar objects (e.g., multiple characters, trees, tables,
or chairs). For example, a scene may include hundreds
of people sitting in the stands of a stadium at a sporting
event or a scene may include a distribution of trees to
produce a forest effect. When the number of elements
that make up a crowd is large, it is not time-effective to
individually art-direct the elements. For example, it may
not be time-effective to apply an individualized light setup
to each element of the crowd. Instead, the elements are
either grouped together and share a common configura-
tion (e.g., using a single lighting rig to light the entire
forest of trees) or the configuration is manually duplicated
to produce the required effect (e.g., the lighting rig is man-
ually reproduced and individually configured for each tree
of the forest).
[0003] In addition to light sources, materials, textures,
and other elements may be associated with the compu-
ter-generated objects to create realistic visual effects for
the computer-generated scene. These elements may al-
so be similarly repeated in the virtual scene. For example,
a virtual scene may require configuring numerous copies
of the same or similar texture, with each copy of the tex-
ture associated with a separate virtual object, in order to
create realistic visual effects in the scene. Such duplica-
tion may also not be time-effective and may result in a
data set that is too large to store or manipulate.
[0004] It is therefore desirable to create a system for
configuring and managing the reproduction of crowds of
similar elements used to render a computer-generated
animation.

SUMMARY

[0005] Processes for rendering images using a de-
pendency graph are described. One example process
may include accessing a dependency graph. The de-
pendency graph comprises a plurality of interconnected
nodes, the plurality of interconnected nodes comprising
a plurality of supplier nodes, a multiplexer node, and a

plurality of graphlet nodes. The plurality of supplier nodes
is accessed. The plurality of supplier nodes each have
an output, wherein the output of each supplier node of
the plurality of supplier nodes is of a first type, and where-
in the output of each supplier node of the plurality of sup-
plier nodes is connected to the multiplexer node. A
graphlet is accessed. The graphlet comprises the plural-
ity of graphlet nodes, wherein the plurality of graphlet
nodes are interconnected, and wherein an output of the
multiplexer node connects to the graphlet by connecting
the output of the multiplexer node to an input of one node
of the plurality of graphlet nodes. The multiplexer node
is configured to generate an instance of the graphlet for
each supplier node connected to the multiplexer node.
An image is then rendered utilizing the accessed
graphlet.
[0006] Systems and computer-readable storage me-
dia for rendering an image using a dependency graph
are also described.
[0007] Disclosed is a computer-implemented method
for rendering three-dimensional images using a depend-
ency graph, the method comprising:

accessing the dependency graph, the dependency
graph comprising a plurality of interconnected
nodes, the plurality of interconnected nodes com-
prising a plurality of supplier nodes, a multiplexer
node, and a plurality of graphlet nodes;
accessing the plurality of supplier nodes, the plurality
of supplier nodes each having an output, wherein
the output of each supplier node of the plurality of
supplier nodes is of a first type, and wherein the out-
put of each supplier node of the plurality of supplier
nodes is connected to the multiplexer node;
accessing a graphlet, the graphlet comprises the plu-
rality of graphlet nodes, wherein the plurality of
graphlet nodes are interconnected, wherein an out-
put of the multiplexer node connects to the graphlet
by connecting the output of the multiplexer node to
an input of one node of the plurality of graphlet nodes,
and wherein the input of the one node of the plurality
of graphlet nodes is of the first type;
wherein the multiplexer node is configured to gen-
erate an instance of the graphlet for each supplier
node connected to the multiplexer node; and
rendering an image utilizing the accessed graphlet.

[0008] Further disclosed is a non-transitory computer-
readable storage medium comprising computer-execut-
able instructions for rendering three-dimensional images
using a dependency graph, the computer-executable in-
structions comprising instructions for:

accessing the dependency graph, the dependency
graph comprising a plurality of interconnected
nodes, the plurality of interconnected nodes com-
prising a plurality of supplier nodes, a multiplexer
node, and a plurality of graphlet nodes;
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accessing the plurality of supplier nodes, the plurality
of supplier nodes each having an output, wherein
the output of each supplier node of the plurality of
supplier nodes is of a first type, and wherein the out-
put of each supplier node of the plurality of supplier
nodes is connected to the multiplexer node;
accessing a graphlet, the graphlet comprises the plu-
rality of graphlet nodes, wherein the plurality of
graphlet nodes are interconnected, wherein an out-
put of the multiplexer node connects to the graphlet
by connecting the output of the multiplexer node to
an input of one node of the plurality of graphlet nodes,
and wherein the input of the one node of the plurality
of graphlet nodes is of the first type;
wherein the multiplexer node is configured to gen-
erate an instance of the graphlet for each supplier
node connected to the multiplexer node; and
rendering an image utilizing the accessed graphlet.

[0009] An apparatus for rendering three-dimensional
images using a dependency graph is disclosed, the ap-
paratus comprising:

a memory configured to store the dependency graph;
and
one or more computer processors configured to:

access the dependency graph, the dependency
graph comprising a plurality of interconnected
nodes, the plurality of interconnected nodes
comprising a plurality of supplier nodes, a mul-
tiplexer node, and a plurality of graphlet nodes;
access the plurality of supplier nodes, the plu-
rality of supplier nodes each having an output,
wherein the output of each supplier node of the
plurality of supplier nodes is of a first type, and
wherein the output of each supplier node of the
plurality of supplier nodes is connected to the
multiplexer node;
access a graphlet, the graphlet comprises the
plurality of graphlet nodes, wherein the plurality
of graphlet nodes are interconnected, wherein
an output of the multiplexer node connects to
the graphlet by connecting the output of the mul-
tiplexer node to an input of one node of the plu-
rality of graphlet nodes, and wherein the input
of the one node of the plurality of graphlet nodes
is of the first type;
wherein the multiplexer node is configured to
generate an instance of the graphlet for each
supplier node connected to the multiplexer
node; and
render an image utilizing the accessed graphlet.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0010] The present application can be best understood
by reference to the following description taken in con-

junction with the accompanying drawing figures, in which
like parts may be referred to by like numerals.

FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary rendered image that
may be generated using a render setup graph ac-
cording to various embodiments.

FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary render setup graph
according to various embodiments.

FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary render setup graph
according to various embodiments.

FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary process for rendering
three-dimensional images using a render setup
graph.

FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary computing system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0011] The following description is presented to enable
a person of ordinary skill in the art to make and use the
various embodiments. Descriptions of specific devices,
techniques, and applications are provided only as exam-
ples. Various modifications to the examples described
herein will be readily apparent to those of ordinary skill
in the art, and the general principles defined herein may
be applied to other examples and applications without
departing from the spirit and scope of the present tech-
nology. Thus, the disclosed technology is not intended
to be limited to the examples described herein and
shown, but is to be accorded the scope consistent with
the claims.
[0012] For descriptive purposes, throughout this dis-
closure, software, software modules, software objects,
and the like may be described as performing various func-
tions. One of ordinary skill in the art, however, will rec-
ognize that software may not actively perform any func-
tion and instead may include instructions that are exe-
cutable on a computer processor. As such, although soft-
ware may be described herein as performing a function,
it should be appreciated that a computer processor or
other computing device may typically perform those func-
tions attributed herein to software modules or objects by
executing computer instructions provided by the software
modules or objects.
[0013] As mentioned above, a computer-generated
animation is typically created by rendering a sequence
of images, each image depicting a computer-generated
scene composed of one or more computer-generated
objects. Light sources, materials, textures, and other vis-
ual effects may be associated with the computer-gener-
ated objects to create a realistic visual appearance for
the computer-generated scene. For purposes of this dis-
cussion, a computer-generated scene generally refers
to the virtual three-dimensional (3D) space that may be
filmed using a virtual camera, and may also be referred
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to generically as a scene.
[0014] Various embodiments are described below re-
lating to a render setup graph. The render setup graph
may include a dependency graph having nodes intercon-
nected by edges along which objects and other data may
be passed between nodes. The nodes may be used to
provide a source of objects and data, configure visual
effects of an object, partition a set of objects, perform
data routing functions within the graph, and the like. In
this way, the render setup graph may advantageously be
used to organize data and execution of processes for
rendering an image.
[0015] In the computer-implemented method, render-
ing may comprise generating an instance of the graphlet
for each supplier node connected to the multiplexer node;
and optionally evaluating the instanced graphlets for the
supplier nodes connected to the multiplexer node to
render the image.
[0016] In the computer-implemented method, render-
ing may comprise associating the instance of the graphlet
for each supplier node with a corresponding supplier
node.
[0017] In the computer-implemented method, the
graphlet may comprise a non-operator node.
[0018] In the computer-implemented method, the non-
operator nodes may be data nodes configured to supply
data and the non-operator nodes may not be configured
to supply instructions.
[0019] In the computer-implemented method, the plu-
rality of supplier nodes may comprise non-operator
nodes.
[0020] In the computer-implemented method, the non-
operator nodes may be data nodes supplying data, the
non-operator nodes may not be supplying instructions,
and the non-operator nodes may be animation object
nodes.
[0021] In the computer-implemented method, evaluat-
ing the dependency graph may comprise evaluating the
instanced graphlets at least partially in parallel.
[0022] In the computer-implemented method, the
graphlet may represent a lighting rig and the graphlet
may comprise nodes for performing a function selected
from the group consisting of rasterisation, caching, and
shading.
[0023] The computer-implemented method may com-
prise generating an instance of the graphlet comprises
instancing the lighting rig; and optionally associating the
instanced lighting rigs with one or more objects associ-
ated with the plurality of supplier nodes.
[0024] In the computer-implemented method, evaluat-
ing the dependency graph may comprise evaluating the
instanced graphlets fully in parallel.
[0025] In the computer-implemented method, the
graphlet may have no output connections to nodes out-
side the graphlet.
[0026] The computer-implemented method may com-
prise accessing a distinction node of the dependency
graph, wherein the distinction node provides an input to

the graphlet; wherein the graphlet does not comprise the
distinction node and the distinction node is separate from
the multiplexer node; and optionally wherein the distinc-
tion node receives inputs from the plurality of supplier
nodes.
[0027] In the non-transitory computer-readable stor-
age medium, rendering may comprise generating an in-
stance of the graphlet for each supplier node connected
to the multiplexer node; and optionally evaluating the in-
stanced graphlets for the supplier nodes connected to
the multiplexer node to render the image. Rendering may
comprise associating the instance of the graphlet for
each supplier node with a corresponding supplier node.
The graphlet may comprise a non-operator node. The
the non-operator nodes may be data nodes configured
to supply data. The non-operator nodes may not be con-
figured to supply instructions. The plurality of supplier
nodes may comprise one or more non-operator nodes.
The non-operator nodes may be data nodes supplying
data. The non-operator nodes may not be supplying in-
structions and/or the non-operator nodes may be anima-
tion object nodes.
[0028] In the non-transitory computer-readable stor-
age medium, evaluating the dependency graph may
comprise evaluating the instanced graphlets at least par-
tially in parallel. The graphlet may represent a lighting rig
and the graphlet comprises nodes for performing a func-
tion selected from the group consisting of rasterisation,
caching, and shading.
[0029] The non-transitory computer-readable storage
medium may comprise instructions for generating an in-
stance of the graphlet comprises instancing the lighting
rig; and optionally associating the instanced lighting rigs
with one or more objects associated with the plurality of
supplier nodes.
[0030] In the non-transitory computer-readable stor-
age medium, evaluating the dependency graph may
comprise evaluating the instanced graphlets fully in par-
allel. The graphlet may have no output connections to
nodes outside the graphlet.
[0031] The non-transitory computer-readable storage
medium may comprise instructions for accessing a dis-
tinction node of the dependency graph, wherein the dis-
tinction node provides an input to the graphlet; optionally
wherein the graphlet does not comprise the distinction
node and the distinction node is separate from the mul-
tiplexer node; and optionally wherein the distinction node
receives inputs from the plurality of supplier nodes.
[0032] In the apparatus, rendering may comprise gen-
erate an instance of the graphlet for each supplier node
connected to the multiplexer node; and optionally eval-
uate the instanced graphlets for the supplier nodes con-
nected to the multiplexer node to render the image.
[0033] In the apparatus, rendering may comprise as-
sociate the instance of the graphlet for each supplier node
with a corresponding supplier node. The graphlet may
comprise a non-operator node. The non-operator nodes
may be data nodes configured to supply data and/or the
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non-operator nodes may not be configured to supply in-
structions. The plurality of supplier nodes may comprise
non-operator nodes. The non-operator nodes may be da-
ta nodes supplying data. The non-operator nodes may
not be supplying instructions. The non-operator nodes
may be animation object nodes.
[0034] In the apparatus, evaluating the dependency
graph may comprise evaluating the instanced graphlets
at least partially in parallel. The graphlet may represent
a lighting rig and the graphlet may comprise nodes for
performing a function selected from the group consisting
of rasterisation, caching, and shading.
[0035] In the apparatus, generating an instance of the
graphlet may comprise instancing the lighting rig; and
the one or more computer processors may further be
configured to associate the instanced lighting rigs with
one or more objects associated with the plurality of sup-
plier nodes.
[0036] In the apparatus, evaluating the dependency
graph may comprise evaluating the instanced graphlets
fully in parallel. The graphlet may have no output con-
nections to nodes outside the graphlet.
[0037] In the apparatus, the one or more computer
processors may further be configured to: access a dis-
tinction node of the dependency graph, wherein the dis-
tinction node provides an input to the graphlet; optionally
wherein the graphlet does not comprise the distinction
node and the distinction node is separate from the mul-
tiplexer node; and optionally wherein the distinction node
receives inputs from the plurality of supplier nodes.
[0038] FIG. 1 depicts an exemplary computer-gener-
ated image that may be rendered using a render setup
graph according to various embodiments. Notably, FIG.
1 depicts lighting effects caused by multiple light sources
being reflected by objects in the scene. To create such
an image, a lighter typically configures multiple light
sources to produce the desired lighting effect. To achieve
this, multiple copies of the light source are traditionally
created in the dependency graph associated with the
scene. Maintaining the multiple copies of the light sourc-
es causes the lighting process to be a difficult and bur-
densome task.
[0039] FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary render setup
graph including a For Node. Render setup graph 200
may include a dependency graph having nodes intercon-
nected by edges along which objects, elements, and data
may be passed between nodes. The nodes may be used
to provide a source of objects and data, configure visual
effects of an object, partition a set of objects, perform
data routing functions within the graph, and the like. The
evaluation of render setup graph 200 may be used to
produce a computer-generated image, like the image
shown in FIG. 1.
[0040] Render setup graph 200 includes graphlet 224,
For Node 210, and iteration nodes 212-222. A graphlet
is a dependency graph fragment. A graphlet includes a
set of dependency graph nodes and all edges among
them. The set of dependency graph nodes and edges

among them in the graphlet is a portion of a more exten-
sive dependency graph. Accordingly, a graphlet is a
mechanism to group related nodes together. In practice,
a user can create a graphlet by identifying a set of nodes
within a dependency graph and issuing a command to
group them together into a graphlet. This will create a
graphlet object that contains the identified nodes and all
the connections involving the nodes. In some user inter-
faces, the graphlet object may be displayed as a single
node or may be displayed as multiple nodes grouped
together. For example, a user may be able to toggle back
and forth between the single-node display view of a
graphlet and the multiple-node-grouped-together display
view of the graphlet. Further, the graphlet object contains
information that identifies which input connections the
graphlet receives.
[0041] A graphlet receives at least one incoming con-
nection from a For Node. In addition to receiving incoming
connections from a For Node, graphlets may receive in-
coming connections from other nodes that are external
to the graphlet. As discussed above, information that
identifies both of these connections is stored in the
graphlet object that is associated with the graphlet. How-
ever, in one example, graphlets that receive an incoming
connection from a For Node are configured to not have
an outgoing connection to nodes outside the graphlet
itself. This allows the graphlet to be treated as a contained
dependency graph fragment for instancing or duplication
needs.
[0042] The graphlet 224 of FIG. 2 includes nodes
202-208. Importantly, the graphlet 224 includes nodes
of various types. Node 202 is of a first type A, having
certain inputs and outputs. Node 204 is of a second type
B, having certain inputs and outputs. Node 206 is of third
type C, have certain other inputs. Node 208 is of a fourth
type D, having certain inputs and outputs. The nodes
may perform various functions depending on the node
type. The outputs of the various nodes need not be of
the same type or format. Similarly, the inputs of the var-
ious nodes in the graphlet need not be of the same type
or format. For example, node 202 may receive data in
the form of a scalar vector while node 204 receives data
in the form of a geometry mesh. In the illustrated graphlet
224, node 208 feeds into the inputs of nodes 202 and
204. Node 208 is configured to receive input from the For
Node 210.
[0043] For Nodes generally have multiple inputs. For
Nodes are associated with a graphlet and each For Node
has one output that connects to an input of a node that
is inside the associated graphlet. The number of inputs
to the For Node is determined by the number of incoming
connections the For Node is receiving from ancestor in-
put nodes. The ancestor input nodes to the For Node
may be called supplier nodes, as they supply data or
instructions to the For Node. In the example of FIG. 2,
For Node 210 has six inputs because it is receiving input
from six nodes-nodes 212-222. The nodes that provide
inputs into a For Node may be of various types. Nodes
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212-216 are of type E and nodes 218-222 are of type F.
For example, nodes 212-216 may be organizer nodes
and nodes 218-222 may be merge nodes. The output of
each node that provides input into a For Node is of the
same type. In the example of FIG. 2, the outputs of nodes
212-222 that are accepted as an input by For Node 210
are all of the same type. For example, the outputs of
nodes 212-222 may be partition sets, as output by either
organizer nodes or merge nodes. Of course, nodes
212-222 may have additional outputs that connect to oth-
er nodes. These additional outputs may be of various
types. Although the inputs of a For Node are of the same
type, the inputs of the For Node may be of various sizes.
The type of the inputs of the For Node is determined
based on the type of the output of the incoming nodes to
the For Node. In the example of FIG. 2, the output type
of nodes 212-222 determines the input type of For Node
210. Because a For Node passes along the information
received at the input of the For Node to the graphlet to
which it is connected, the type of the output of the nodes
that feed into the For Node is the same as the type of an
input of the graphlet that is connected to the output of
the For Node. In the example of FIG. 2, the type of the
output of nodes 212-222 is the same as the type of the
input of node 208.
[0044] For Node 210 is configured to apply the graphlet
224 to the multiple different input nodes 212-216 that are
external to the graphlet. At a conceptual level, For Node
210 may be thought of as a multiplexer with enhanced
capabilities. Thus, using For Node 210, when the de-
pendency graph 200 is evaluated the output of each node
212-222 will be individually applied to the graphlet 224,
including nodes 202, 204, 206, and 208. Importantly, the
outputs of nodes 212-222 can be applied to the input of
graphlet 224 sequentially or in parallel. Thus, unlike a
traditional programming for-loop, For Node 210 is not
limited to consecutive, sequential iterations. Instead, For
Node 210 is able to generate multiple instances of the
graphlet 224 associated with For Node 210. Each in-
stance of the graphlet 224 behaves as if the associated
For Node input were connected directly to the graphlet
224. With this in mind, graphlet 224 may be thought of
as being instanced for each input of the For Node 210.
Phrased differently, For Node 210 instances graphlet 224
for each input to For Node 210.
[0045] In FIG. 2, graphlet 224 terminates without be-
coming an ancestor to any other nodes in the depend-
ency graph. In addition to accepting an input from a For
Node, graphlets can also take inputs from nodes other
than the For Loop. This concept is illustrated in further
detail in FIG. 3.
[0046] FIG. 3 illustrates a detailed exemplary render
setup graph including a For Node. Render setup graph
300 may include a dependency graph having nodes in-
terconnected by edges along which objects, elements,
and data may be passed between nodes. The nodes may
be used to provide a source of elements and element
configuration data, configure visual effects of an object,

partition a set of objects, perform data routing functions
within the graph, and the like. The evaluation of render
setup graph 300 may be used to produce a computer-
generated image, like the image shown in FIG. 1.
[0047] In the example illustrated in FIG. 3, a lighting
rig is represented by graphlet 302. A lighting rig may be
used to light one or more objects in a scene. The lighting
rig represented by graphlet 302 is to be replicated for
multiple objects in a crowd scenario. More specifically,
four objects in a scene are represented by nodes
316-322. For example, each of nodes 316-322 may rep-
resent a virtual palm tree in the scene. The scene is as-
sociated with render setup graph 300. In order to individ-
ually light each palm tree object in the scene, the nodes
316-322 are connected to For Node 312. For example,
the output of each node 316-322 to For Node 312 may
be a geometry mesh. The output of each node 316-322
is of the same type, which is the same as the input to For
Node 312. For Node 312 receives each output from
nodes 316-322.
[0048] The output of For Node 312 is connected to
node 304 of graphlet 302, which represents the lighting
rig. As a result of the connections between the nodes
316-322 to For Node 312 and the connection between
For Node 312 and graphlet 302, each palm tree object
will have an independent instanced lighting rig in the vir-
tual scene when the dependency graph is evaluated.
Similarly, nodes 316-322 output shadow information to
node 314. The shadow information is processed by node
314 and is transmitted to graphlet 302 through a connec-
tion between node 314 and node 304 of graphlet 302.
Node 314 may provide information that is specific to the
different nodes 316-322. For example, node 314 may
provide information indicating where each object asso-
ciated with nodes 316-322 is located with the virtual
scene. Node 314 may be referred to as a distinction node
because it allows for distinct information about the inputs
to the For Node to be passed to the graphlet. In this way,
graphlet 302 can use the information specific to each of
nodes 316-322 when the dependency graph 300 is eval-
uated.
[0049] Graphlet 302 includes nodes 304, 306, 308, and
310. Note that node 304 need not be identical, or even
similar, to nodes 316-322. Additionally, as discussed
above, nodes 316-322 may be of different node types.
For example, node 316 may be of a different node type
than node 318. When the render setup graph is evaluat-
ed, For Node 312 instances graphlet 302 for each of
nodes 316-322. In this way, the lighting rig can be indi-
vidually applied to each of the virtual palm trees repre-
sented by nodes 316-322. Without For Node 312, the
graphlet 302 would have to be replicated four times to
achieve the same outcome. Any needed change to what
that logical grouping of nodes accomplished would have
to be maintained across all for copies of that grouping.
As such, For Node 312 enables both a simplified pres-
entation as well as streamlined maintenance.
[0050] For example, node 306 performs a rasterize
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pass. Rasterisation includes converting a geometry
mesh or vector graphics data into a raster image, which
includes pixels or dots. Node 308 is a rasterize cache
node, which stores the rasterized data produced by node
306. Node 310 is a shade pass node that executes an
external rendering process.
[0051] As described above, For Nodes act on depend-
ency graphs that are not necessarily entirely procedural.
In other words, the dependency graph contains data el-
ements that are non-operator nodes (e.g., non-procedur-
al nodes), such as lights and materials, and which do not
execute in any meaningful sense. Non-operator nodes
may be defined inside the graphlet associated with the
For Node. The non-operator nodes contained within the
graphlet are instanced and have a different identity for
each iteration. Similarly, each node inside the graphlet
that is instanced has a different identity for each iteration.
As with the nodes inside the graphlet, the inputs to the
For Node may also be non-operator nodes.
[0052] In FIG 3, node 314 is a non-operator node. Be-
cause node 314 is defined outside the graphlet 302, node
314 is not instanced during For Node iteration. Therefore,
node 314 has the same identity for each instance of the
graphlet 302. As described above, the graphlet 302 to
be instanced may also include non-operator nodes. A
non-operator node inside graphlet 302 will be instanced
during For Node iteration. In that case, evaluation of
graph 300 after instancing would process four different
instances of the non-operator node.
[0053] While specific types of nodes are provided
above, it should be appreciated that render setup graph
300 may include numerous types of nodes, such as split-
ter nodes, other routing nodes, group nodes (represent-
ing two or more nodes to avoid screen clutter), and the
like. These other nodes can be combined with those dis-
cussed above to allow an animator, lighter, or other user
to configure, document, and visualize the processes to
be performed and the dependencies of these processes.
Moreover, while a specific arrangement of a render setup
graph is provided above, it should be appreciated that a
render setup graph may include additional or fewer nodes
arranged in any configuration as appropriate to generate
a desired image or animation.
[0054] Using a render setup graph similar or identical
to that described above advantageously allows the ani-
mator or lighter to abstractly define the objects to be used,
configure visual effects of these objects (e.g., lighting ef-
fects), quickly identify dirty data that should be updated,
and define the flow of processes to be performed in a
manner that is independent of the objects being input
into the graph. By using the For Node, any changes the
animator or lighter makes to the graphlet associated with
a For Node will apply to the nodes that provide connec-
tions to the For Node. In this way, the animator or lighter
will not need to make the same change for each node
that is an input to the For Node.
[0055] Additionally, the render setup graph provides
the animator, lighter, or other user with the ability to define

and configure rendering passes without having to work
on the entire scene. The render setup graph may also
allow the animator, lighter, or other user to work with a
simplified version of the dependency graph by switching
to a single-node display view, as described above.
[0056] In one example, a dependency graph for ren-
dering three-dimensional images is stored in computer-
readable memory. The dependency graph comprises a
plurality of interconnected nodes, the plurality of inter-
connected nodes comprising a plurality of supplier
nodes, a multiplexer node, and a plurality of graphlet
nodes. The plurality of supplier nodes each have an out-
put, wherein the output of each supplier node of the plu-
rality of supplier nodes is of a first type, and wherein the
output of each supplier node of the plurality of supplier
nodes is connected to the multiplexer node. The graphlet
comprises the plurality of graphlet nodes, wherein the
plurality of graphlet nodes are interconnected, and
wherein an output of the multiplexer node connects to
the graphlet by connecting the output of the multiplexer
node to an input of one node of the plurality of graphlet
nodes.
[0057] The multiplexer node is configured to create an
instance of the graphlet for each supplier node that is
connected to the multiplexer node. In this way, when the
dependency graph is evaluated, the instanced graphlets
for the supplier nodes connected to the multiplexer node
are also evaluated. An image may then be rendered
based on the evaluation of the dependency graph.
[0058] FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary process 400 for
rendering three-dimensional images using a render set-
up graph. The render setup graph comprises a depend-
ency graph. At block 402, a dependency graph is ac-
cessed. The dependency graph includes a plurality of
interconnected nodes, such a plurality of supplier nodes,
a multiplexer node, and a plurality of graphlet nodes. At
block 404, the plurality of supplier nodes are accessed.
The suppliers may each be an object that should be lit
using a lighting rig. Each supplier node in the plurality of
supplier nodes has an output. The supplier nodes each
have at least one output. These outputs of all the supplier
nodes of the plurality of supplier nodes are of the same
type. For example, if they provide data, the formatting,
or structure of the data is the same. These outputs of the
supplier nodes are connected to the multiplexer node. In
some examples, the supplier nodes are non-operator
nodes, such as data nodes that supply data rather than
instructions. Further, the non-operator supplier nodes
may be animation object nodes.
[0059] At block 406, a graphlet is accessed. The
graphlet comprises the plurality of graphlet nodes. These
graphlet nodes are interconnected within the graphlet.
For example, the graphlet may represent a lighting rig
and the graphlet may be configured to perform rasteri-
sation, caching, shading, and other operations.
[0060] An output of the multiplexer node connects to
the graphlet. This connection is made by connecting the
output of the multiplexer node to an input of one of the
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graphlet nodes of the plurality of graphlet nodes. The
input of the connected one graphlet node is of the same
type as the outputs of all the supplier nodes. The graphlet
may represent a lighting rig that is to be reproduced for
the multiple objects to be lit. In some examples, the
graphlet comprises non-operator nodes, such as data
nodes that supply data rather than instructions. In some
examples, the graphlet has no output connections to
nodes outside the graphlet.
[0061] In one particular example, the dependency
graph also contains a distinction node. The distinction
node may be accessed, wherein the distinction node pro-
vides an input to the graphlet. The graphlet does not com-
prise the distinction node and the distinction node is sep-
arate from the multiplexer node. The distinction node may
receive inputs from the plurality of supplier nodes or from
other sources.
[0062] The multiplexer node is configured to generate
an instance of the graphlet for each supplier node con-
nected to the multiplexer node. In one example, the quan-
tity of supplier nodes connected to the multiplexer node
is determined by reading a variable value that has been
populated by a user. In another example, the quantity of
supplier nodes connected to the multiplexer node is de-
termined based on the quantity of incoming connections
the multiplexer node is receiving. In yet another example,
the quantity of supplier nodes connected to the multiplex-
er node is determined based on the quantity of incoming
connections with the same data type that the multiplexer
node is receiving.
[0063] At block 408, an image is rendered utilizing the
accessed graphlet. Rendering may include generating
an instance of the graphlet for each supplier node con-
nected to the multiplexer node and evaluating the in-
stanced graphlets for the supplier nodes connected to
the multiplexer node.
[0064] Each instance of the graphlet may be associat-
ed with an individual graphlet object. For example, mul-
tiple instances of a lighting rig may be generated and
each instance may be associated with the object that it
will light. In this example, instancing the graphlet com-
prises instancing the lighting rig. The instanced lighting
rigs may be associated with the supplier nodes. The in-
stances may be created nearly simultaneously or se-
quentially. The various graphlet objects may each include
an identifier that uniquely identifies the graphlet, as com-
pared to other graphlets in the dependency graph. Sim-
ilarly, the graphlet nodes may be instanced as part of the
instancing of the graphlets. In a similar fashion, the
graphlet nodes may also include identifiers that uniquely
identify them in the dependency graph.
[0065] The process may further include evaluating the
dependency graph. Evaluating the dependency graph in-
cludes evaluating the instanced graphlet associated with
each of the supplier nodes connected to the multiplexer
node. In one example, the instanced graphlets are eval-
uated in parallel. For example, if there are N number of
inputs into the multiplexer node, there will be N instances

of the graphlet. There will be a one-to-one association
between the supplier nodes providing inputs to the mul-
tiplexer node and the instanced graphlets. The evaluation
of the instanced graphlets may be done sequentially, par-
tially in parallel, or fully in parallel.
[0066] FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary animation sys-
tem 500 that can be used to implement the render setup
graph discussed above. The render setup graph can be
implemented, for example, in either hardware or in soft-
ware stored on a non-transitory computer-readable stor-
age medium. The system can be configured to generate,
modify, and evaluate the render setup graph to configure
and manage lighting configuration data as well as exter-
nal processes used to render a computer-generated im-
age. The system can be further configured to receive
input from a user and to display graphics, an image, or
scene of an animation based on the render setup graph.
[0067] The animation system 500 can be configured
to receive user input from an input device 520. The input
device 520 can be any device that receives input from
the user and transmits it to the animation system 500.
For example, the input device 520 can be a keyboard, a
mouse, a tablet, a stylus, or the like. Those skilled in the
art will recognize that other types of input devices can
also be used.
[0068] The animation system 500 can be configured
to output graphics, images, or animation to an output
device 530. The output device 530 can include any device
that receives data from the animation system and
presents the data to the user. For example, the output
device 530 may include a liquid crystal display, a set of
light-emitting diodes, a projector, or the like. Those skilled
in the art will recognize that other types of output devices
can also be used.
[0069] The animation system 500 may further include
a central processing unit 502. The central processing unit
may include one or more processing cores. The central
processing unit 502 may be coupled to and able to com-
municate with the input device 520. Although the anima-
tion system 500 is illustrated with one central processing
unit 502, the animation system 500 may include multiple
processing units. The animation system 500 may also
include a graphics processing unit 504. The graphics
processing unit 504 may be dedicated to processing
graphics-related data. The graphics processing unit 504
may include a single processing core or multiple process-
ing cores. Although the animation system 500 is illustrat-
ed with one graphics processing unit 504, the animation
system 500 may include a plurality of graphics process-
ing units. The central processing unit 502 and/or the
graphics processing unit 504 may be coupled to and able
to communicate data to the output device 530.
[0070] In one example, the animation system 500 may
include one or more processors and instructions stored
in a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium,
such as a memory or storage device, that when executed
by the one or more processors, perform animation ren-
dering using a render setup graph, as described above.
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In the context of the embodiments described herein, a
"non-transitory computer-readable storage medium" can
be any medium that can contain or store the program for
use by or in connection with the instruction execution
system, apparatus, or device. The non-transitory com-
puter-readable storage medium can include, but is not
limited to, an electronic, magnetic, optical, electromag-
netic, infrared, or semiconductor system, apparatus or
device, a portable computer diskette (magnetic), a ran-
dom access memory (RAM) (magnetic), a read-only
memory (ROM) (magnetic), an erasable programmable
read-only memory (EPROM) (magnetic), a portable op-
tical disc such a CD, CD-R, CD-RW, DVD, DVD-R, or
DVD-RW, or flash memory such as compact flash cards,
secured digital cards, USB memory devices, memory
sticks, and the like.
[0071] The animation system 500 may include volatile
memory 506, which is a non-transitory computer-reada-
ble storage medium, in communication with the central
processing unit 502. The volatile memory 506 may in-
clude, for example, random access memory, such as dy-
namic random access memory or static random access
memory, or any other type of volatile memory. The vol-
atile memory 506 may be used to store data or instruc-
tions during the operation of the animation system 500.
Those skilled in the art will recognize that other types of
volatile memory can also be used.
[0072] The animation system 500 may also include
non-volatile memory 508, which is a non-transitory com-
puter-readable storage medium, in communication with
the central processing unit 502. The non-volatile memory
508 may include flash memory, hard disks, magnetic
storage devices, read-only memory, or the like. The non-
volatile memory 508 may be used to store animation data,
render setup graph data, computer instructions, or any
other information. Those skilled in the art will recognize
that other types of non-volatile memory can also be used.
[0073] The animation system 500 is not limited to the
devices, configurations, and functionalities described
above. For example, although a single volatile memory
506, non-volatile memory 508, central processing unit
502, graphics processing unit 504, input device 520, and
output device 530 are illustrated, a plurality of any of
these devices can be implemented internal or external
to the animation system 500. In addition, the animation
system 500 may include a network access device for
accessing information on a network, such as an internal
network or the Internet. Those skilled in the art will rec-
ognize that other configurations of the animation system
500 can be used.
[0074] Embodiments of the method, computer-reada-
ble storage medium, and computer graphics system are
set out in the following items:

Item 1. A computer-implemented method for render-
ing three-dimensional images using a dependency
graph, the method comprising:

accessing the dependency graph, the depend-
ency graph comprising a plurality of intercon-
nected nodes, the plurality of interconnected
nodes comprising a plurality of supplier nodes,
a multiplexer node, and a plurality of graphlet
nodes;
accessing the plurality of supplier nodes, the plu-
rality of supplier nodes each having an output,
wherein the output of each supplier node of the
plurality of supplier nodes is of a first type, and
wherein the output of each supplier node of the
plurality of supplier nodes is connected to the
multiplexer node;
accessing a graphlet, the graphlet comprises
the plurality of graphlet nodes, wherein the plu-
rality of graphlet nodes are interconnected,
wherein an output of the multiplexer node con-
nects to the graphlet by connecting the output
of the multiplexer node to an input of one node
of the plurality of graphlet nodes, and wherein
the input of the one node of the plurality of
graphlet nodes is of the first type;
wherein the multiplexer node is configured to
generate an instance of the graphlet for each
supplier node connected to the multiplexer
node; and
rendering an image utilizing the accessed
graphlet.

Item 2. The computer-implemented method of item
1, wherein rendering comprises:

generating an instance of the graphlet for each
supplier node connected to the multiplexer
node; and
evaluating the instanced graphlets for the sup-
plier nodes connected to the multiplexer node
to render the image.

Item 3. The computer-implemented method of item
2, wherein rendering further comprises:

associating the instance of the graphlet for each
supplier node with a corresponding supplier
node.

Item 4. The computer-implemented method of item
1, wherein the graphlet comprises a non-operator
node.

Item 5. The computer-implemented method of item
4, wherein the non-operator nodes are data nodes
configured to supply data and the non-operator
nodes are not configured to supply instructions.

Item 6. The computer-implemented method of item
1, wherein the plurality of supplier nodes comprises
non-operator nodes.
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Item 7. The computer-implemented method of item
6, wherein the non-operator nodes are data nodes
supplying data, the non-operator nodes are not sup-
plying instructions, and the non-operator nodes are
animation object nodes.

Item 8. The computer-implemented method of item
2, wherein evaluating the dependency graph com-
prises evaluating the instanced graphlets at least
partially in parallel.

Item 9. The computer-implemented method of item
8, wherein the graphlet represents a lighting rig and
the graphlet comprises nodes for performing a func-
tion selected from the group consisting of rasterisa-
tion, caching, and shading.

Item 10. The computer-implemented method of item
9, the method further comprising:

generating an instance of the graphlet compris-
es instancing the lighting rig; and
associating the instanced lighting rigs with one
or more objects associated with the plurality of
supplier nodes.

Item 11. The computer-implemented method of item
2, wherein evaluating the dependency graph com-
prises evaluating the instanced graphlets fully in par-
allel.

Item 12. The computer-implemented method of item
1, wherein the graphlet has no output connections
to nodes outside the graphlet.

Item 13. The computer-implemented method of item
2, the method further comprising:

accessing a distinction node of the dependency
graph, wherein the distinction node provides an
input to the graphlet;
wherein the graphlet does not comprise the dis-
tinction node and the distinction node is sepa-
rate from the multiplexer node; and
wherein the distinction node receives inputs
from the plurality of supplier nodes.

Item 14. A non-transitory computer-readable storage
medium comprising computer-executable instruc-
tions for rendering three-dimensional images using
a dependency graph, the computer-executable in-
structions comprising instructions for:

accessing the dependency graph, the depend-
ency graph comprising a plurality of intercon-
nected nodes, the plurality of interconnected
nodes comprising a plurality of supplier nodes,
a multiplexer node, and a plurality of graphlet

nodes;
accessing the plurality of supplier nodes, the plu-
rality of supplier nodes each having an output,
wherein the output of each supplier node of the
plurality of supplier nodes is of a first type, and
wherein the output of each supplier node of the
plurality of supplier nodes is connected to the
multiplexer node;
accessing a graphlet, the graphlet comprises
the plurality of graphlet nodes, wherein the plu-
rality of graphlet nodes are interconnected,
wherein an output of the multiplexer node con-
nects to the graphlet by connecting the output
of the multiplexer node to an input of one node
of the plurality of graphlet nodes, and wherein
the input of the one node of the plurality of
graphlet nodes is of the first type;
wherein the multiplexer node is configured to
generate an instance of the graphlet for each
supplier node connected to the multiplexer
node; and
rendering an image utilizing the accessed
graphlet.

Item 15. The non-transitory computer-readable stor-
age medium of item 14, wherein rendering compris-
es:

generating an instance of the graphlet for each
supplier node connected to the multiplexer
node; and
evaluating the instanced graphlets for the sup-
plier nodes connected to the multiplexer node
to render the image.

Item 16. The non-transitory computer-readable stor-
age medium of item 15, wherein rendering further
comprises:

associating the instance of the graphlet for each
supplier node with a corresponding supplier
node.

Item 17. The non-transitory computer-readable stor-
age medium of item 14, wherein the graphlet com-
prises a non-operator node.

Item 18. The non-transitory computer-readable stor-
age medium of item 17, wherein the non-operator
nodes are data nodes configured to supply data and
the non-operator nodes are not configured to supply
instructions.

Item 19. The non-transitory computer-readable stor-
age medium of item 14, wherein the plurality of sup-
plier nodes comprises non-operator nodes.

Item 20. The non-transitory computer-readable stor-
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age medium of item 19, wherein the non-operator
nodes are data nodes supplying data, the non-oper-
ator nodes are not supplying instructions, and the
non-operator nodes are animation object nodes.

Item 21. The non-transitory computer-readable stor-
age medium of item 15, wherein evaluating the de-
pendency graph comprises evaluating the instanced
graphlets at least partially in parallel.

Item 22. The non-transitory computer-readable stor-
age medium of item 21, wherein the graphlet repre-
sents a lighting rig and the graphlet comprises nodes
for performing a function selected from the group
consisting of rasterisation, caching, and shading.

Item 23. The non-transitory computer-readable stor-
age medium of item 22, the method further compris-
ing:

generating an instance of the graphlet compris-
es instancing the lighting rig; and

associating the instanced lighting rigs with one
or more objects associated with the plurality of
supplier nodes.

Item 24. The non-transitory computer-readable stor-
age medium of item 15, wherein evaluating the de-
pendency graph comprises evaluating the instanced
graphlets fully in parallel.

Item 25. The non-transitory computer-readable stor-
age medium of item 14, wherein the graphlet has no
output connections to nodes outside the graphlet.

Item 26. The non-transitory computer-readable stor-
age medium of item 15, the method further compris-
ing:

accessing a distinction node of the dependency
graph, wherein the distinction node provides an
input to the graphlet;
wherein the graphlet does not comprise the dis-
tinction node and the distinction node is sepa-
rate from the multiplexer node; and
wherein the distinction node receives inputs
from the plurality of supplier nodes.

Item 27. An apparatus for rendering three-dimen-
sional images using a dependency graph, the appa-
ratus comprising:

a memory configured to store the dependency
graph; and
one or more computer processors configured to:

access the dependency graph, the depend-

ency graph comprising a plurality of inter-
connected nodes, the plurality of intercon-
nected nodes comprising a plurality of sup-
plier nodes, a multiplexer node, and a plu-
rality of graphlet nodes;
access the plurality of supplier nodes, the
plurality of supplier nodes each having an
output, wherein the output of each supplier
node of the plurality of supplier nodes is of
a first type, and wherein the output of each
supplier node of the plurality of supplier
nodes is connected to the multiplexer node;
access a graphlet, the graphlet comprises
the plurality of graphlet nodes, wherein the
plurality of graphlet nodes are interconnect-
ed, wherein an output of the multiplexer
node connects to the graphlet by connect-
ing the output of the multiplexer node to an
input of one node of the plurality of graphlet
nodes, and wherein the input of the one
node of the plurality of graphlet nodes is of
the first type;
wherein the multiplexer node is configured
to generate an instance of the graphlet for
each supplier node connected to the multi-
plexer node; and
render an image utilizing the accessed
graphlet.

Item 28. The apparatus of item 27, wherein rendering
comprises:

generate an instance of the graphlet for each
supplier node connected to the multiplexer
node; and
evaluate the instanced graphlets for the supplier
nodes connected to the multiplexer node to
render the image.

Item 29. The apparatus of item 28, wherein rendering
comprises:

associate the instance of the graphlet for each
supplier node with a corresponding supplier
node.

Item 30. The apparatus of item 27, wherein the
graphlet comprises a non-operator node.

Item 31. The apparatus of item 30, wherein the non-
operator nodes are data nodes configured to supply
data and the non-operator nodes are not configured
to supply instructions.

Item 32. The apparatus of item 27, wherein the plu-
rality of supplier nodes comprises non-operator
nodes.
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Item 33. The apparatus of item 32, wherein the non-
operator nodes are data nodes supplying data, the
non-operator nodes are not supplying instructions,
and the non-operator nodes are animation object
nodes.

Item 34. The apparatus of item 28, wherein evaluat-
ing the dependency graph comprises evaluating the
instanced graphlets at least partially in parallel.

Item 35. The apparatus of item 34, wherein the
graphlet represents a lighting rig and the graphlet
comprises nodes for performing a function selected
from the group consisting of rasterisation, caching,
and shading.

Item 36. The apparatus of item 35, wherein:

generating an instance of the graphlet compris-
es instancing the lighting rig; and
the one or more computer processors are further
configured to associate the instanced lighting
rigs with one or more objects associated with
the plurality of supplier nodes.

Item 37. The apparatus of item 28, wherein evaluat-
ing the dependency graph comprises evaluating the
instanced graphlets fully in parallel.

Item 38. The apparatus of item 27, wherein the
graphlet has no output connections to nodes outside
the graphlet.

Item 39. The apparatus of item 28, the one or more
computer processors further configured to:

access a distinction node of the dependency
graph, wherein the distinction node provides an
input to the graphlet;
wherein the graphlet does not comprise the dis-
tinction node and the distinction node is sepa-
rate from the multiplexer node; and
wherein the distinction node receives inputs
from the plurality of supplier nodes.

[0075] Various exemplary embodiments are described
herein. Reference is made to these examples in a non-
limiting sense. They are provided to more broadly illus-
trate applicable aspects of the disclosed technology. Var-
ious changes may be made and equivalents may be sub-
stituted without departing from the true spirit and scope
of the various embodiments. In addition, many modifica-
tions may be made to adapt a particular situation, mate-
rial, composition of matter, process, process act(s), or
step(s) to the objective(s), spirit, or scope of the various
embodiments. Further, as will be appreciated by those
with skill in the art, each of the individual variations de-
scribed and illustrated herein has discrete components

and features that may be readily separated from or com-
bined with the features of any of the other several em-
bodiments without departing from the scope or spirit of
the various embodiments.

Claims

1. A computer-implemented method for rendering
three-dimensional images using a dependency
graph, the method comprising:

accessing the dependency graph, the depend-
ency graph comprising a plurality of intercon-
nected nodes, the plurality of interconnected
nodes comprising a plurality of supplier nodes,
a multiplexer node, and a plurality of graphlet
nodes;
accessing the plurality of supplier nodes, the plu-
rality of supplier nodes each having an output,
wherein the output of each supplier node of the
plurality of supplier nodes is of a first type, and
wherein the output of each supplier node of the
plurality of supplier nodes is connected to the
multiplexer node;
accessing a graphlet, the graphlet comprises
the plurality of graphlet nodes, wherein the plu-
rality of graphlet nodes are interconnected,
wherein an output of the multiplexer node con-
nects to the graphlet by connecting the output
of the multiplexer node to an input of one node
of the plurality of graphlet nodes, and wherein
the input of the one node of the plurality of
graphlet nodes is of the first type;
wherein the multiplexer node is configured to
generate an instance of the graphlet for each
supplier node connected to the multiplexer
node; and
rendering an image utilizing the accessed
graphlet.

2. Computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein
rendering comprises:

generating an instance of the graphlet for each
supplier node connected to the multiplexer
node; and
evaluating the instanced graphlets for the sup-
plier nodes connected to the multiplexer node
to render the image.

3. Computer-implemented method of claim 2, wherein
rendering further comprises:

associating the instance of the graphlet for each
supplier node with a corresponding supplier
node.
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4. Computer-implemented method according to any of
the preceding claims, wherein the graphlet compris-
es a non-operator node.

5. The computer-implemented method of claim 4,
wherein the non-operator nodes are data nodes con-
figured to supply data and the non-operator nodes
are not configured to supply instructions.

6. Computer-implemented method according to any of
the preceding claims, wherein the plurality of supplier
nodes comprises non-operator nodes.

7. The computer-implemented method of claim 6,
wherein the non-operator nodes are data nodes sup-
plying data, the non-operator nodes are not supply-
ing instructions, and the non-operator nodes are an-
imation object nodes.

8. The computer-implemented method of claim 2 and
any of claims 3-7 as dependent on claim 2, wherein
evaluating the dependency graph comprises evalu-
ating the instanced graphlets at least partially in par-
allel.

9. The computer-implemented method of claim 8,
wherein the graphlet represents a lighting rig and the
graphlet comprises nodes for performing a function
selected from the group consisting of rasterisation,
caching, and shading.

10. The computer-implemented method of claim 9, the
method further comprising:

generating an instance of the graphlet compris-
es instancing the lighting rig; and
associating the instanced lighting rigs with one
or more objects associated with the plurality of
supplier nodes.

11. The computer-implemented method of claim 2 and
any of claims 3-10 as dependent on claim 2, wherein
evaluating the dependency graph comprises evalu-
ating the instanced graphlets fully in parallel.

12. Computer-implemented method according to any of
the preceding claims, wherein the graphlet has no
output connections to nodes outside the graphlet.

13. Computer-implemented method of claim 2 and any
of claims 3-12 as dependent on claim 2, the method
further comprising:

accessing a distinction node of the dependency
graph, wherein the distinction node provides an
input to the graphlet;
wherein the graphlet does not comprise the dis-
tinction node and the distinction node is sepa-

rate from the multiplexer node; and
wherein the distinction node receives inputs
from the plurality of supplier nodes.

14. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medi-
um comprising computer-executable instructions for
rendering three-dimensional images using a de-
pendency graph, the computer-executable instruc-
tions comprising instructions for:

accessing the dependency graph, the depend-
ency graph comprising a plurality of intercon-
nected nodes, the plurality of interconnected
nodes comprising a plurality of supplier nodes,
a multiplexer node, and a plurality of graphlet
nodes;
accessing the plurality of supplier nodes, the plu-
rality of supplier nodes each having an output,
wherein the output of each supplier node of the
plurality of supplier nodes is of a first type, and
wherein the output of each supplier node of the
plurality of supplier nodes is connected to the
multiplexer node;
accessing a graphlet, the graphlet comprises
the plurality of graphlet nodes, wherein the plu-
rality of graphlet nodes are interconnected,
wherein an output of the multiplexer node con-
nects to the graphlet by connecting the output
of the multiplexer node to an input of one node
of the plurality of graphlet nodes, and wherein
the input of the one node of the plurality of
graphlet nodes is of the first type;
wherein the multiplexer node is configured to
generate an instance of the graphlet for each
supplier node connected to the multiplexer
node; and
rendering an image utilizing the accessed
graphlet.

15. An apparatus for rendering three-dimensional imag-
es using a dependency graph, the apparatus com-
prising:

a memory configured to store the dependency
graph; and
one or more computer processors configured to:

access the dependency graph, the depend-
ency graph comprising a plurality of inter-
connected nodes, the plurality of intercon-
nected nodes comprising a plurality of sup-
plier nodes, a multiplexer node, and a plu-
rality of graphlet nodes;
access the plurality of supplier nodes, the
plurality of supplier nodes each having an
output, wherein the output of each supplier
node of the plurality of supplier nodes is of
a first type, and wherein the output of each
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supplier node of the plurality of supplier
nodes is connected to the multiplexer node;
access a graphlet, the graphlet comprises
the plurality of graphlet nodes, wherein the
plurality of graphlet nodes are interconnect-
ed, wherein an output of the multiplexer
node connects to the graphlet by connect-
ing the output of the multiplexer node to an
input of one node of the plurality of graphlet
nodes, and wherein the input of the one
node of the plurality of graphlet nodes is of
the first type;
wherein the multiplexer node is configured
to generate an instance of the graphlet for
each supplier node connected to the multi-
plexer node; and
render an image utilizing the accessed
graphlet.
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